Rule 1: General Eligibility

Section 1: Participants
Participation is limited to currently-enrolled, fee-paying MSUM students, faculty members, and full-time staff. All players must sign-in with the supervisor at the event site prior to the event starting to participate.

Rule 2: Teams

Section 1: Number of players requirements
Co-Ed:
- 6 players on each side: 3 men & 3 women
- Must have a minimum of 4 players to start: 2 men & 2 women

Regular:
- 6 players on each side
- No specification for how many of each gender is on the team
- Must have a minimum of 4 players to start

Rule 3: The Game

Section 1: Boundaries
Center Line:
- There will be one warning per game for each individual player for a foot fault
- After second offense, that player will be out
- No body part may touch the floor on the opposite side of the line; will result in that player being out (if you can reach a ball without touching the ground on the opposite side, you may grab it)

10 Foot or Other Specified Line:
- Same rules as above for center line
- May only move up to this line once one team has 2 players
- If team with 2 players catches a ball, resulting in 3 players on their side, the boundaries move back to center line
- Intramural staff will specify each time when the line change occurs occur

Section 2: The Game
Start of the Game:
- All players must start touching the back wall
- All balls must start on the center line
• Teams will run from their line to the centerline and back, touching the back wall, once the balls are collected. Then they are allowed to begin throwing/catching the balls.

Player Out If:
• Hit directly by the opposing teams ball (must be first person hit, if two people are hit, only the first person is out)
• Drops an attempted catch of the opposing teams ball
• Opposing team catches the players throw
• If opposing team catches a ball that hits one of their players BEFORE it touches the ground
• Blocks a ball thrown at them with a ball in their hands
• Player argues with the refs call

Players Re-Entering:
• Member on their team must catch a ball thrown by the opposing team in order for a member to re-enter the game
• The first person in the “out” line must be the one to re-enter the game
• If there is one player left on a team and they catch a ball, their entire team is back in the game
• When a player re-enters the game they MUST touch the back wall before they are considered “active” in the game. This means they are not allowed to be thrown at, throw a ball, or catch a ball until they have touched the wall

End of Game:
• A team loses once all of their players are out